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Good afternoon, Councilmember Nadeau, and thank you for the opportunity to testify today. My name is 

Monica Kamen, and I’m the Co-Director of the DC Fair Budget Coalition, a coalition of over 50 advocacy 

organizations, service providers, faith based groups, and individuals concerned with meeting the human 

needs of the District’s most marginalized communities.  

Our coalition is deeply concerned about the impact that potential federal budget cuts will have on DC 

residents already struggling to make ends meet. Cuts to HUD, healthcare, and block granting key safety net 

programs could deliver devastating blows to residents of the District, resulting in an increase of 

homelessness, a worsening of DC’s public housing conditions, and an acceleration of the massive 

displacement of Black and Brown DC residents from the District to neighboring jurisdictions.  

The programs in DHS’ purview are all critical to providing a safety net for people experiencing an array of 

crises. Each program targets different needs and each needs to be amply funded. DC has pressing, systemic 

problems like a housing affordability crisis, lack of food access, unemployment and underemployment, and 

now more than ever, we need to ensure that our safety net is adequately serving people in crisis and 

reaching the full population in need, particularly as we may see crises grow worse over the course of the 

next few years.  

This year, FBC is advocating for funding and program changes to several key DHS programs, and I hope to 

be able to touch on all of them in today’s testimony.  

First, we all know that DC is in the midst of a housing crisis. According to the 2016 Point in Time Count, on 

a given night 8,500 people experience homelessness in DC. There are not enough housing resources 

provided by the government or in the private market to meet the needs of people who are currently 

housing unstable, or have been housing unstable for years. Investing in permanent housing programs will 

more efficiently, more directly, and more humanely tackle the problem of overcapacity family shelter and 

will get DC closer to its goal of ending family homelessness by 2019.  Having adequate and diverse housing 

resources to meet the needs of families in Rapid Rehousing will also prevent families from cycling back into 

homelessness, and will vastly improve the success of the program. Shelter is at least two times more 

expensive than any of the proposed affordable housing programs and the conditions and design limitations 

of shelters can also make it more difficult for families to adequately care for their children’s health, 

education and dietary needs. We are asking that the DC government commit $9.5M in Permanent 

Supportive Housing for 317 families and $10M in Targeted Affordable Housing for 513 families.  

Additionally, though the rates of chronic homelessness are going down, we are not on track to end chronic 

homelessness by the end of this year. It is critical that we continue to invest in these housing solutions so 

that we can continue to see rates of chronic homelessness fall. These investments represent safe, affordable 

housing, the dignity of a home, and relief from years of homelessness. Funding housing interventions for 

individuals experiencing chronic homelessness results in well documented cost savings and will lead to 

increased efficiency system-wide by freeing up shelter and other resources. We are asking the DC 

government to commit $36.9M in housing assistance for 1,303 singles: 

o $8.5M in Permanent Supportive Housing for 535 singles 

o $5.2M in Targeted Affordable Housing for 425 singles 

o $3.7M in Rapid Rehousing for 343 singles 



We also know that domestic violence is one of the leading causes of homelessness. 27% of homeless 

families in DC reported a history of domestic violence in 2015 and 15.3% were homeless as a direct result 

of a violent incident. Housing and shelter for survivors of domestic violence continues to be one of the most 

consistently unmet needs. We need to preserve the $719,000 that goes to DHS to support shelter and 

housing for survivors.  

Last summer, I served on DHS’s working group on TANF hardship extensions, and FBC strongly supports 

the recommendations from that working group. The DC government must amend its time limit rules to 
make them more responsive to specific family circumstances. 5,000 families, including more than 10,000 

children, are slated to lose all of their TANF benefits on October 1, 2017, leaving them with no cash 

assistance or job services, no matter how hard they have tried to comply with TANF rules or how many 

barriers they may face to employment. By adopting the TANF Working Group’s “Preferred Option,” we can 

ensure that the program is more responsive to individual family circumstances, help families find more 

stable employment, and keep children from being pushed into deeper poverty. This option ensures that 80 

percent of a family’s TANF grant is guaranteed as the designated “Child Enrichment portion.” This portion 

would never be subject to time limits or sanction, to ensure children’s needs are always met. Terminating 

families from all cash assistance not only prevents them from meeting the basic needs of their children but 

also from attending productive activities needed to achieve financial independence, such as job training, job 

interviews, substance abuse counseling, and mental health treatment, because they cannot even afford the 

bus fare to get to these activities. 

Finally, FBC sees the SNAP program as a critical program in providing food access for District residents. 

The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) Act of 2014 increased the minimum SNAP benefit 

from $16 to $30 a month using local funds. We are asking that the District maintain this funding. Many 

residents state that the federal minimum of $16 is not enough, and many eligible seniors see the low 

minimum benefit level as not worth it to apply. The local supplement helps low-income DC residents put 

more food on the table and helps to improve participation among residents who are struggling against 

hunger. In 2010, the SNAP Expansion Act of 2010 was passed in order to improve policies that would help 

low-income families access the highest SNAP benefit level possible. We want to ensure that these policies 

are fully implemented. 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today, and I’m happy to answer any further questions.  

 


